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Bin LIST 
An exercise designed to help people examine fears that might prevent them from 
engaging in social change activities. 

1. Write a letter to your congressperson. 

2. Write a letter to the editor of the newspaper. 

3. Work for the election to public office of a peace candidate. 

4. Join a peace group. 

5. Invite a Central American refugee to speak to your church group or club. 

6. Participate in a vigil or demonstration. 

7. Spend some time distributing leaflets downtown or at a shopping center. 

8. Circulate a petition downtown or door to door. 

9. Organize a campaign to get a local company to convert from producing war 
materials to producing civilian goods. 

10. Refuse to pay federal telephone tax (which is used for war). 

11. Visit your local draft board or IRS office and confront employees about their jobs. 

12. Give shelter and assistance to a Central American refugee. 

13. Refuse to pay the military portion of your income tax and urge others_to do likewise 

14. Publicly urge 18 year olds to consider not registering for the draft. 

15. Join in mass nonviolent civil disobedience to convert the pentagon into social 
services center, or to protest U.S. military escalation in Central America. 

16. Quit your job for one year to work full time in the peace movement. 

17. Participate in blocking the operations of your local IRS office of local draft 
board. 

18. Participate in the destruction of draft or IFS files. 

19. Perform a citizen's arrest in a high government official. 

20. Make a commitment to a life time of organizing for the creation of a nonviolent 
society. 
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Non- 
violent 

Most 	 Least 
Acceptable 	 Acceptable 

Chart each action on the list by number according to your judgment 
about its degree of violence and its degree of acceptability to you. 

Circle the numbers for acts you believe you would most likely do if 
you were in that situation. 



1. Slapping a mosquito 

2. Putting out mouse traps in your house when you have a serious 
problem with mice. 

3. Taking an antibiotic for a bacterial infection. 

4. Punching someone who has insulted you. 

5. Hitting and stunning a person who is deeply disturbed and 
trying to hurt themself. 

6. Shooting someone who is about to shoot you. 

7. Shooting someone who is about to seriously harm a child. 

8. Shooting someone who has just raped and murdered a young girl. 

9. Keeping a gun by your bed for self protection. 

10. Keeping trained attack dogs (with warning signs) at your place of 
business during off hours. (You have been robbed several times.) 

11. Calling the police to report the theft of your car and naming a 
suspect you are reasonably sure about. 

12. Restraining the attacker in what appears to be a case of public 
domestic violence. 

13. Not intervening in what appears to be a case of public domestic 
violence. 

14. Calling the police in what appears to be a case of public domestic 
violence. 

15. Allowing a mugger to hit you rather than resist. 

16. During a demonstration, allowing security guards to beat you in 
front of TV cameras. 

17. Calling a large man who is hassling you in a bar a "jerk." 

18. Spray painting "This insults women" on a semi-pornographic billboard. 

19. Bashing missile nosecones in a G.E. factory. 

20. Cutting through a chainlink fence to gain access to a missile 
storage site where you plan a peaceful protest. 

21. Blasting a hole in a private road leading out of a warehouse 
where bomb parts are stored. 



22. Yelling at your lover during an argument. 

23. Having an abortion because you cannot afford to care for a baby. 

24. Taking a 13-year-old girl who became pregnant by rape to have an 
abortion. 
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